While the proof of this theorem is essentially the same as that given in [5] for the Laplacian, some necessary technical modifications are imposed since the coefficients are variable. In addition, greater use is made of the abstract theory of the Martin compactification. Besides Serrin's result on the Harnack inequality [12] , the main technical tool used is Miller's result on the existence of a universal barrier for operators L e A(y, (JL; D). It is worth noting that the proof given here is not valid for self-adjoint n ^ / n b \ . operators L === ^ -( ^ ^(x) -) with (a,/^)) uniformly 1=1 ^1 \y=i 5rr // elliptic and measurable simply because there is no universal barrier available for this class of operators on D. Presumably the theorem is still true in this case.
Let X be a Riemannian manifold and let M <= X be open, relatively compact, connected with non-void Lipschitz boundary. By considering the Laplace-Beltrami operator A in a suitable coordinate neighbourhood of an arbitrary boundary point and applying the above result, one can prove that M is the Martin compactification of H relative to A (*).
An interesting consequence of this result is the fact that if M is the interior of a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary N (in the sense that the metric of M is the metric of N restricted to M) then N is in fact the Martin compactification of M relative to A and hence is unique. As pointed out to the author by W. Bfowder, this sort of thing does not happen in the category of ^-manifolds. In fact, if n ^ 6, results of Stallings [13] imply that in each dimension there exist non-diffeomorphic compact ^-manifolds with boundary with diffeomorphic interiors.
The article begins with a detailed proof of Carleson's lemma based on the original argument in [3] . An examination of the details of this proof then permits one to obtain this result for any L e A(y, (A$ D).
In section three, following [5] , it i? shown that for ZQ e &D and Ai, h^ any two Bouligand functions associated with ZQ there exists a constant c with ch^ < h^. The theorem about the Martin compactification is established in section four and then applied to Riemannian manifolds.
Carleson's lemma [3].
A domain D <= R" will be said to be a Lipschitz domain if, for each ZQ e &D, the following condition is satisfied : for some neighbourhood U of ZQ there is a ^-diffeomorphism w of U with an open set in R 71 and a Lipschitz map f:
where w(z) == (wi(z), . . ., w^(z)), for all z e U. It is not hard to see that this condition is satisfied if w is replaced by any other ^-diffeomorphism (with U replaced by a smaller set in general) and hence that one can define a Lipschitz domain in any ^-real manifold, k ^ 1. Of course, it f is sufficiently differentiable then the domain in question is a sub-manifold with boundary.
Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R" and let ZQ e ^D. By a suitable choice of coordinates one can assume that ZQ = 0 and that it R" is identified with R 71 -1 X R then there is a Lipschitz function f: R
"
1 -> R with /YO) = 0 whose graph determines the boundary of D in a neighbourhood of the origin. More specifically, it can and will be assumed that D' = {(^, y}\ \x\ ^ 1, \y\ ^ 12A} n D coincides with {(rr, y)\ \x\ ^ 1, f{x) ^ y ^ 12A}, where (i) A is a constant such that \f{x) -f{x')\ ^ A.\x -x'\, V^, x 9 e R^; (ii) \x\ = max \x^\ and (iii) z e R^ is written as (re, y) l^i^n-l with x e R"-1 and y e R. When D is as above it will be said to be in the canonical position Let BI = 41A and let 7-0 = (3A)/(4Bi). Then, if
Denote by F the graph of /*. A closed r-cell C in F with centre ZQ = (rco, A^o)) ]s a se^ of the form r n {{x,y)\ \x -XQ\ ^ r}.
An open r-cell in F is similarly defined. 
Proof. -Map the appropriate cone by a homothety of magnitude (y' -f(^o))~1 and centre ZQ onto {{x,y)\2 ^ y ^ BiH}.
The inequalities are then immediate consequences of Harnack's inequality. Note that y' -f(xo) ^ 7A.
Consider now a point 0 = (^, /*(^)) in ^, 0 < n ^ HQ and let y^ = f{xo) + 2^1. Since Bi = 41A and (*) implies 2 n^B l ^ (5 + 1/8)A, it follows that 2^ ^ 1/8. Consequently, |S| ^ 1/4 and so, using (*) once more, one has that Vn -m ^ (5 + 1/2)A.
As a result, the cone Let D,-i = D\{(o;, y)\ \x -x,\ ^ 2 ftl r, f{x) < y < 2 nl r}. Then there is a unique « standard » Lipschitz domain D' such that a homothety T of magnitude 2^ ^1/8 (see the proof of lemma 1.2) and centre the origin followed by a translation of the origin to the centre of the cell C maps D' onto D^-i.
Denote by P the harmonic function on D^-i with boundary value Ip^u^-On D,_i Proof. -Let y be the set of Borel sets
such that (*) holds for h = IA. It suffices to show that y consists of all the Borel subsets of E. Let ^ be the set of finite unions of sets X of the type considered in lemma 1.4. Then ^ is an algebra of sets contained in y'. Since V is a monotone class it contains the (y-algebra ^ generated by ^ (cf. 
Then there is a constant K such that u{z) ^ Ku(0,5A) for
Proof. -There is a Lipschitz function g on R"
Ib Ib assumed that the Lipschitz constant for g depends only on A and not on the particular f or point ZQ e &D.
Let Do
Do is again a Lipschitz domain and the bounded Borel function h on ?)Do defined by A(zi) = lim u{z) satisfies the
2->2ĥ
ypotheses of corollary 1.5. Since u|Do == H/i the result follows.
Carleson's lemma for uniformly elliptic operators.
As before, D will denote a bounded domain in R" with In addition it will be assumed that there exists a modulus of continuity 0 for the matrix-valued function
with r 00 0(5)5-1 ds=(x. and ^0(5) ^ 0. The distance from
The following lemma is then almost immediate. Proof. -It suffices to observe that if 0 is a modulus of continuity for L then ^{s) = ^{sf^} is a modulus of continuity for L" with F" ^>{s)s~1 ds = ( 9ao ^){s)s~1 ds.
Serrin's result [12] on the existence of Harnack inequalities yields the following result. Proof. -The coefficients a^(w), ^(w) and c'(w) are
and c(T -l (w)) respectively. Further,
||A'(T(z) -A'(T(z'))[| == \\A{z) -A(^)||
and so the condition on the modulus of continuity is automatically satisfied. This fact then implies that to study the behaviour at ZQ e ^D of functions u for which Lu == 0, L e Ao(y? ^9 a; D), it suffices to consider the case where ZQ = 0 and where the boundary is determined locally by the graph of a Lipschitz function f: R"-1 -> R with f{0) = 0 and \f{x)-f{x-)\ ^ Ala;-^|.
As before any z e R' 1 will be written as z = (re, y) with a; e R 71 -1 and y e R.
Let B ^ A and let L e Ao(y, ^, a; D).
Miller's universal barrier [9] implies that, for given y? ( Proof. -In case c == 0 a proof was given by Miller in [9] n (even admitting a singularity for ^ b^x) at ?)D). Remark. -The proposition is true for arbitrary bounded Lipschitz domains. It suffices to note that, for sufficiently small 8, the sets N § used by Miller on p. 99 of [9] satisfy the hypotheses above. His argument then carries over for a === 1 providing that the appropriate constant is replaced by that constant times the solution of the Dirichlet problem for N § with boundary value 1. First, as in Hunt and Wheeden, it will be shown that it suffices to consider a star-like domain. Let L e Ao(y, (JL, a$ D). Mme Herve [4] showed that the L-harmonic functions define a harmonic sheaf ^L on D in the sense of Brelot.
Consequently, L-hyperharmonic functions can be defined in terms of the harmonic measures associated with J^L-Further, as indicated in [4] (see also the proof of proposition 2.4) there exist non-constant hyperharmonic functions on D that are non-negative. Hence, potentials (relative to ^^) exist on D.
If E <== D and u ^ 0 is hyperharmonic one defines RE^ = inf {^|^^0,^^u on E,^ is hyperharmonic} and REU as the lower semi-continuous regularization of this function. Then t{^u is hyperharmonic and for each x e D there is a unique measure pi on D such that where a/r > A. Then, there is a constant Kg = K^y, ^, a, A, a/r) 5UcA that uc{z) ^ Kg /or all z e B(a/2, r/2).
Proof. -It suffices to consider the situation when r = 1. For 0 < r < 1, by a homothety of magnitude 1/r ^ 1 and centre 0 one returns to this case.
It follows from lemma 2.5 that there exists Proof. -The « Harnack» inequality for the harmonic measures implies thatĉ
To conclude it will be indicated how Serrin's results in [12] imply that the measure theoretic assumption of theorem 3. 
c°(y) ^c{x) and y == T(a;).
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This argument extends to star-like domains D' of clasŝ 1>1 simply because a <^1 ' 1 function is the uniform limit of a sequence of ^2-functions whose first and second derivatives are uniformly bounded. As a consequence, there is a « good » exhaustion of D' by ^-starlike domains D^. Namely, for each n there is a measure X, on ^D, and a constant N (independent of n) such that
where (JL^L is the L-harmonic measure on D, associated to the centre XQ of the starlike domain D'.
Since (AL is the vague-limit of the measures ((J^L) and X^DJ ^ N(JI, ,L(^DJ ^ N there is a measure X on bD' with
This completes the proof of the following result. for all x e A^. This result can be easily obtained from inequality (33)in [12] . Given this inequality it follows that if u, ^ are two Bouligand functions associated to (1, 0, 0) with Note that this argument (which is due to Ancona) applies in many situations e.g. to D= {{x,y,z)\x > 0, y^^2 < 1} and the point at infinity.
The Martin compactification of D relative to L.
Mme Herve [4] showed that, for any y e D, two L-potentials with point support are proportional i.e. the hypothesis of|proportionality is satisfied by ^L-Hence, according to [4] Proof. -If VQ e bD corollary 4.3 implies that there is at least one minimal point in Tc- 1^} . First note that TC is onto and so rc-1^} is never void. It follows from corollary 4.3 that, for each ye^-^yo} every integral representation of the harmonic function x -> K{x, y) involves a measure carried by Ti;-
1^}
. In particular, this is true for the canonical measure, which is carried by the set of minimal points.
The harmonic functions x -> K{x, y) with n{y) = yâ re all Bouligand functions associated with y^ At least one of them is minimal. It then follows from the lemma of Hunt and Wheeden (theorem 3.1) that they are all proportional and hence coincide since they agree at XQ . In other words, n is a continuous bijection and so is a homeomorphism.
This paragraph concludes with the following sharpened version of proposition 4.2. Proof. -By theorem 5.9 of [10] there is a ^^-diffeomorphism P of a neighbourhood T in M of bM with bM X (0,1) such that P(x) = {x, 0), whenever x e ^M. Using the map P to attach bM X (-I? 1) to M one obtains a ^""^-manifold X containing M as a compact sub-manifold with boundary.
To complete the proof it suffices to show that there exists â +1-Riemannian metric on X that coincides with the given one on M.
